
treatment efforts. OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Given the advantages of
ecological momentary assessment (EMA), and the lack of research
on non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) in military populations, the goal
of the current pilot study is to determine the feasibility of using EMA
to assess daily changes in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
symptoms, negative affect and NSSI in veterans with PTSD.
METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: Twenty military veterans with
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) who have engaged in non-sui-
cidal self-injury (NSSI) in the previous 12 months will be recruited.
Participants will complete assessments 4 times per day for 28 days at
randomly scheduled times. Assessments will measure PTSD symp-
toms, negative emotions, and NSSI urges and behaviors. At the con-
clusion of the 28-day study period, participants will complete
measures that ask about their experiences in the study, (e.g., the
acceptability of the daily surveys and the accessibility of the web-
based surveys). Feasibility will be determined with regard to the suc-
cess of recruiting eligible participants and compliance with daily sur-
vey completion. Variability in PTSD symptoms, negative affect, and
NSSI urges and behaviors also will be determined. RESULTS/
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: It is anticipated that this study will suc-
cessfully recruit 20 veterans with PTSD with a history of engaging in
NSSI within the previous 12 months. It is also anticipated that daily
survey completion rates will be approximately 90% based on pre-
vious research using EMA with veterans with PTSD and that partic-
ipants will indicate satisfaction with the procedures of the study. It is
anticipated that participants will demonstrate variability in PTSD
symptoms, indicated by changes in the number of symptoms
endorsed and the intensity of those symptoms experienced.
Finally, it is anticipated that participants will demonstrate variability
in negative emotions (fear, hostility, guilt, and sadness).
DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS: Findings from this
study will support the use of EMA in a subsequent large-scale inves-
tigation examining time-varying symptoms of PTSD and negative
affect as antecedents to NSSI. Information from this large-scale study
will in turn be used to inform treatments that may to decrease NSSI
in veterans by targeting specific symptoms and negative emotions.
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Quantifying Heavy Metals in Interstitial Fluid for Remote
Monitoring of Chronic Exposures
Robert Taylor1, Alicia Bolt1, Abdulmehdi Ali2, Yiliang Zhu1 and
*Justin Baca1
1University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center; 2University of
New Mexico

ABSTRACT IMPACT: We present a minimally-invasive approach
tomonitoring heavymetal exposures in geographically disperse pop-
ulations; this frameworkmay encourage and facilitate greater partici-
pation in a broad range of related clinical studies that require
biosampling. OBJECTIVES/GOALS: We hypothesize that micro-
needle array (MA) extraction of interstitial fluid (ISF) will enable
minimally-invasive quantitation of heavy metal (HM) exposure.
We establish analytical parameters for ICP-MS analysis of HMs in
ISF, quantify baseline HM content in ISF vs other fluids, and char-
acterize a mixed HM exposure model. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: Recent advances in ISF extraction and analysis sug-
gest a minimally-invasive to monitor HM exposure longitudinally in
both urban and dispersed communities. ISF can be collected with
MAs and is a rich source of disease and exposure biomarkers. To
refine analytical methods, Human subjects with no underlying skin
disease were recruited into the IRB-approved study. Each subject had

blood and urine collected. ISF was also collected using 3D-printed
MA-holders. The fluids were analyzed, using ICP-MS, to quantify
the levels of uranium (U), cadmium (Cd), vanadium (V), and arsenic
(As). Additionally, we analyzed 2,770 subjects from the public
NHANES dataset from 2018-2019. Python and Scikit-learn were
used to analyze the demographics, survey responses, and metal con-
centrations for these individuals. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: While several studies have described the surface water
and sediment content of toxic metals, determining biological loads
remains challenging due to the need to collect blood or urine from
a dispersed rural population over time. Our preliminary results sug-
gest similar HM concentrations in ISF, compared with blood in a
small unexposed population. Analysis of subjects from the
NHANES public datasets suggest similar baseline bloodHM concen-
trations in diverse subject populations with some differences in Cd
depending on smoking and e-cigarette usage. Correlation maps also
suggest possible synergy between different metals with cobalt and
chromium showing the highest correlation. The initial results from
this study have been applied to develop a mixed HM exposure model
in rats for further translational testing. DISCUSSION/
SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS: We present a minimally-invasive
HMmonitoring approach. Exposure tomultiple HMs is suspected to
have additive or synergistic harmful health effects. We ultimately
envision a wearable microneedle patch that could be mailed to indi-
viduals or distributed through community centers, worn for a few
hours, and returned to a central laboratory.
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Implementation of Proteomics as a Diagnostic tool for
Nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) Infection
Nicole Lapinel MD, Jessie Guidry, Mary Varkey MBBS, Manish Rijal,
Arnold Zea PhD and Juzar Ali, MD
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center

ABSTRACT IMPACT: Implementation of proteomics as a diagnos-
tic tool for Nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) infection can pro-
vide amore accurate, efficient and cost-effectivemeans for effectively
diagnosing disease and enacting timelymanagement decisions which
can revolutionize patient care. OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Proteomic
analysis is a proven diagnostic modality enabling rapid identification
of microorganisms. We sought to apply proteomics to detect pro-
teins unique to the most clinically relevant NTM. We then deter-
mined whether these unique proteomes could be used to
successfully identify NTM species from in vitro cocktail prepara-
tions. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: NTM reference strains
for M. avium, m. intracellulare, m.chimaera, m. abscessus abscessus,
m. abscessus massiliense and m. abscessus boletti were cultured in
vitro and subjected to proteomic analysis using Liquid
Chromatography tandem-Mass Spectrometry (LCMS). Tandem
Mass Tag (TMT) data acquisition utilized an MS3 approach for data
collection using Proteome Discoverer 2.4.
A comparative analysis of the proteome of each of these six species
was performed quantitatively using LCMS. The process was repeated
for three technical replicates and analyzed using the SEQUEST algo-
rithm. Only high scoring peptides were considered utilizing a false
discovery rate (FDR) of 1%. Once species-specific proteins were
identified, we validated detection in individual and mixed samples
of the six reference strains. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS:
The proteomic profiling of the six NTM reference strains successfully
demonstrated proteins unique to each of the MAC species and
MABC subspecies. Proteomic MAC species analysis produced
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